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Combat air forces tacticians and operational planners have yet to understand the B-21 Raider’s potential capability. Leadership’s vision is clear, but service-level parochial interests, insular platform cultures, and competition for resources are creating unhealthy tensions within the combat air forces, Department of the Air Force, and across the Joint force. Such tensions could severely hamper tactical creativity, operational planning, and strategic competition, ultimately undermining the US Air Force’s effectiveness against a peer adversary. Amid the move toward pulsed operations, a rift has emerged between standoff and stand-in tactical philosophies. Yet the B-21 Raider’s family of systems at a minimum operates in both areas, likely demanding a reconsideration of these concepts. Such a reconsideration can also help the Air Force transcend stealth/nonstealth and fighter/bomber debates to embrace new levels of tactical creativity.

Secretary of the Air Force Frank Kendall III established operational imperatives for the US Air Force in recognition that adversaries have “capabilities designed to defeat the United States’ ability to project power.”1 These imperatives state that diverse capabilities are necessary, but translating Secretary Kendall’s vision to the tactical level may prove difficult. Amid the combat air forces’ (CAF) move toward pulsed operations, a rift has emerged between standoff and stand-in tactical philosophies.2 Additionally, as the B-21 Raider’s family of systems has capabilities in both areas, the service will soon need to reconsider these concepts.

As a unique, sixth-generation platform, the B-21 can help the Air Force transcend the stealth-versus-nonstealth and fighter-versus-bomber debates and embrace new levels of tactical creativity. Cultural shifts are necessary for the CAF to accept the idea of a bomber leading—and providing persistence—during pulsed operations. The B-21 and its family of systems would not just be a lead striker; it would be a platform enabling pulsed operations or even utilizing pulsed strike packages as dynamic employment options.
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This article is not about one aircraft being more important than another; rather, it argues a shift in perspective is necessary due to the cultural problems surrounding aircraft specialization, which can lead to a narrowed focus regarding other platforms. Because of the smaller bomber community, without a cultural shift that recalibrates CAF operations in great power competition, the service might not employ the B-21 to a level sufficient to achieve Secretary Kendall’s vision. Even worse, absent a proper and persistent demand signal from the CAF, the B-21, like any burgeoning acquisition program, might be vulnerable to budget cuts and risk becoming a redux of the reduced B-2 Spirit fleet.³

Combat air forces tacticians and operational planners tend to reduce the operational imperatives and the concept of pulsed operations to embrace standoff tactics while largely ignoring stand-in advantages, thus leaving holes in operational plans. The B-21 Raider family of systems addresses these challenges by unlocking the Joint force with stand-in capabilities and addressing current Indo-Pacific region shortfalls. Through a reconsideration of the standoff and stand-in concepts, the CAF can move past current debates and misconceptions to materialize unprecedented levels of tactical creativity and operational planning.

The authors draw from considerable experience in the Pentagon, with Congress, and in all levels of war. The B-21’s initial cadre have returned to the combat air forces after staff tours that revealed the propensity for budget advocacy to split along platform lines. While Secretary Kendall’s initiatives are encouraging, and despite the fascinating and potentially revolutionary aspects of the B-21, CAF planners and tacticians are not prepared to think differently, given immediate challenges and parochial attitudes. This article thus analyzes the key issues afflicting combat air forces—most notably, the ongoing lack of tactical creativity and an adherence to rigid operational maneuver—and offers recommendations to mitigate them.

**Standoff versus Stand-in Debate**

Secretary Kendall’s operational imperatives emphasize that resilient and redundant operations are necessary to compete with peer adversaries.⁴ In light of aggressive statements from China and the enduring risk of escalation in Ukraine, the US Air Force faces a significant challenge in preparing to fight now while simultaneously planning for future operations.⁵ By focusing on the most immediate threats at the expense of future considerations, combat air forces resist tactical creativity—the ability to consider novel solutions based on emerging capabilities potentially dissimilar to established techniques and procedures.
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The most recent effort focused on near-term conflicts revolves around the concept of pulsed operations. The Air Force Future Operating Concept argues winning “six critical and concurrent fights” requires “pulsed airpower,” or “concentrating of airpower in time and space to create windows of opportunity for the rest of the force.” Pulsed operations are a significant shift within CAF culture. Previously, establishing a relative level of enduring air superiority was an assumed objective. The shift is, of course, a sober reaction to realities: US adversaries, having observed the Air Force’s dominance and ability to unlock Joint force capabilities, have invested incredible resources into making air supremacy impossible and even temporary air superiority as difficult as possible for the United States and its Allies and partners near hostile territories.

Pulsed operations might be wise under certain constraints, but the fact remains that embracing such a mindset de facto cedes control over a given area to the enemy for the majority of a conflict. Pulsing is a concept driven primarily by geography, not threats. Given more forgiving distances, the CAF might entertain more traditional methods to continually contest airspace control: the lack of a persistence-capable platform denies comprehensive takedowns of adversary defenses that require constant pressure to suppress. Furthermore, an inclination to employ standoff tactics in the execution of pulsed operations risks treating potential conflicts as anti-access/area denial (A2/AD) problems in which more sustainable tactics are not possible.

Evidence from wargames and acquisitions suggests pulsed operations are evolving into standoff-dependent tactics. Most recently, an unclassified wargame found standoff weapons were “war-winning” weapons, although the United States won—at a great cost—only a “Pyrrhic victory” in 2026. The same wargame also found that China would continue to evolve and target bombers employing standoff weapons, if not the weapons themselves.

Regarding acquisitions, weapons priorities in the president’s Fiscal Year 2024 budget, approximately $15.1 billion worth, were all standoff munitions—Standard Missile (SM)-6, Air Intercept Missile (AIM)-120D Advanced Medium-Range Air-to-Air Missile (AMRAAM), Long-Range Anti-Ship Missile (LRASM), and Joint Air-to-Surface Standoff Missile (JASSM)-ER. Furthermore, to counter the decades-long effort to “install
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thickets of surface-to-air missiles” posing a “wicked problem for U.S. forces,” the Pentagon is ramping up standoff acquisitions.12

The change in acquisition strategies reflects threats in which the “defense is inherently the stronger form of air warfare, and new and emerging technologies and tactics are only strengthening the defender’s advantage.”13 Whether or not this argument is valid, the combination of unclassified wargames and acquisitions reflects how planners and tacticians prioritize standoff tactics during pulsed operations. They are not necessarily proclaiming a standoff dependency; they are just planning based on the understanding of the threat and weapons provided during ongoing acquisition debates.

This planning methodology creates artificial tactical limits and critical dependencies. As Israel and Russia are learning today, standoff weapons cannot achieve full military objectives, which then limits national leaders’ decision space and cedes the adversary significant advantages.14 The further back the combat air forces launch weapons, the more complicated the kill chain required. Forces must locate, destroy, and verify targets that might be mobile or fleetingly observable while defeating systems finely tuned toward the destruction of standoff munitions and platforms. Correlating pulsed operations with standoff tactics makes those tactical problems inherently more complicated by removing pressure and playing to the adversary’s strengths; namely, that by 2030, “stronger Chinese conventional capabilities and a survivable nuclear deterrent” complicate potential US theories of victory.15

Furthermore, the move toward pulsed operations might be feeding a dangerous perspective within the CAF, where it is believed a large-scale peer conflict will likely be short. To be clear, the “wish-casting” associated with a short war is hardly the predominant view in the Pentagon or literature, but behind the scenes, this viewpoint is surprisingly common within the CAF. This belief contravenes most expert opinions and belies an ignorance of the “fragmented authoritarianism” within China, which persists under President Xi Jinping. Considering the consensus necessary within China to make
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critical state decisions, it is highly unlikely a war would be started on such a whim that initial failure would lower national resolve.\textsuperscript{16}

Completing long-range kill chains to meet pulsed operation objectives in a short series of battles seems feasible, but doing so in a long, potentially escalating war will likely prove much more difficult. If operators base their training on winning a short-term fight, painful—or even catastrophic—lessons might ensue.

Pulsed operations are a rational response to peer threats. Yet the implicit correlation of this concept with standoff tactics in a short conflict reduces the capacity for tactical creativity and fails to meet the higher-level guidance provided by Secretary Kendall’s operational imperatives or the tough operational problems any ensuing service leader would face. Even worse, the defensive advantage—nothing new in modern warfare—has not made peer adversary defenses invulnerable, but it has made, in most cases, the term standoff inaccurate for many threats. The CAF will likely be employing weapons within threat rings, and the weapons themselves are possible to target.\textsuperscript{17} In other words, standoff implies a level of safety or lower risk, combined with mission success, that is misleading. Moreover, the logic of perpetual standoff is unsustainable; at some point, a platform or weapon must enter a threat area.

Meanwhile, while the CAF uses the term stand-in for penetrating assets, the truth is more nuanced. The B-21’s capabilities allow it to be much closer to targets but still outside threat capabilities. The shorter distance makes weapons considerably more survivable and the process of striking fleeting or mobile targets more realistic. The reduced distances necessary for future weapons allow for acquisitional strategies favoring smaller, faster systems with advanced seekers that provide the mass and persistence lacking with large, exquisite—and expensive—hypersonics.

A stand-in capability, including a platform such as the B-21, could enable the long-range kill chain standoff tactics currently favored by the CAF or act as an organic firing solution—thus not requiring offboard support—for critical threats in GPS and space-denied environments.\textsuperscript{18} The organic targeting aspect is important, as the combination of limited penetrative assets and rapidly improving adversary threats is pushing the CAF into long-range kill chain tactics that are inherently inorganic.

These kill chains require players both in and outside of the Department of Defense to strike highly contested targets. The Joint force has made laudable efforts to acquire the resources necessary to implement long-range kill chain tactics. Yet an inescapable issue remains: each link is a vulnerability, and the more links required for mission success, the
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more opportunities an adversary has to disrupt or delay the targeting process.\textsuperscript{19} The CAF can compensate for those vulnerabilities by creating contingency solutions or lobbying for redundancies, but the latter are not free and require acquisition resources in a contentious spending environment.

The B-21 and its stand-in capabilities can fill operational shortfalls and address the tenuous assumptions on which pulsed operations with standoff tactics depend. As adversary systems improve, the B-21 and its family of systems can enable legacy standoff platforms by eliminating the most critical threats to fifth-generation platforms and weapons. Most importantly, the B-21 can help address significant hurdles facing the CAF in theaters requiring pulsed operations. Given the standoff, fighter-centric approaches currently preferred or required, planners must reckon with four specific challenges.

**Limited Fuel**

The first assumption Indo-Pacific-region plans rely on is that air and ground refueling will be available. Given China’s A2/AD capabilities and the so-called tyranny of distance, the idea that refueling tankers will be able to support fighters even in pulsed operations is tenuous at best. Tankers will require levels of escort that detract from difficult targeting operations and depend on accessible basing, not to mention willing Allies and partners and vulnerable supply chains.\textsuperscript{20}

**Vulnerable Bases**

If adversaries choose to employ the full weight of their ballistic arsenal against US regional bases, those operational headquarters are unlikely to survive. Dispersed ops are a potential answer, but those tactics have limitations and are still vulnerable to follow-on strikes.\textsuperscript{21} It is telling that wargames in the last decade have focused on whether the United States will target mainland China in a conflict over Taiwan.\textsuperscript{22}

Notwithstanding this welcome dose of political realism into planning assumptions, a decision not to target China seems to be driven by the recognition that if China uses its substantial missile arsenals to attack US bases in the Indo-Pacific—if not the US mainland—the Air Force will struggle mightily to counter an invasion of Taiwan. The combat air forces are not declining to target the Chinese mainland due to potential


political realities. Instead, planners hope China will reciprocate by declining to target Guam, Japan, or other nations due to Xi’s concerns “about the PLA’s ability to fight and win wars” and the risk of undermining Chinese Communist Party control.\(^\text{23}\)

Especially since an invasion of Taiwan will already be occurring under devastating political and economic conditions, it seems beyond fanciful to hope China will cede its greatest advantage in what would already be a war with the highest stakes imaginable.\(^\text{24}\) Even the assumption that there is a meaningful distinction between the First and Second Island Chains might be problematic: it is unlikely China would be content to eliminate only Okinawa if the United States could continue meaningful operations from Guam.\(^\text{25}\) Given the fallout from an invasion of Taiwan, it is logical to assume a Chinese Communist Party leader who orders such a drastic action would face regime-threatening implications upon failure.\(^\text{26}\)

Assuming an inherently limited conflict disfavoring the enemy—to enable a preferred set of tactics—is dangerous. Agile combat employment might mitigate risks to short-range aircraft, but unless such efforts are flawless, fighters—and tankers, to an extent—cannot reach the fight or seriously affect it without convenient basing. The 2022 *National Defense Strategy* explicitly states that regional base protection, specifically Guam, is a priority, but the Air Force has largely assumed that the missile defense emphasis and expeditionary constructs will somehow ensure base viability.\(^\text{27}\)

**Unpredictable Precision Navigational Timing**

Despite years of acknowledgment that GPS may not be available or effective before or during a war, the Joint force remains critically reliant on GPS to employ weapons, especially against standoff targets. JASSM, for example, requires GPS to reach a final point where an infrared seeker combined with anti-GPS jamming is effective.\(^\text{28}\) This assumption is dangerous because US adversaries continue to invest heavily in GPS-jamming technology, not to mention the ability to shoot down the satellites themselves.\(^\text{29}\)
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**Contested Space Domain**

The threat to GPS satellites is clearly not restricted to navigation. The previously mentioned tactical problem of targeting would be virtually impossible without the space layer and tactics that allow for target identification and actual weapon targeting—thus the intricacies and inherent vulnerabilities of long-range kill chains. Difficult enough as a standoff tactic, these kill chains, without the space layer, which includes much more than GPS, might prove impractical, at best. The electromagnetic spectrum is also necessary to complete kill chains, even with a pristine space capability. The recent concern over the possible Russian deployment of nuclear weapons in space highlights this vulnerability.

Given the reality of these four challenges and the nuances of standoff versus stand-in, embracing the B-21 and discovering how to unlock its tactical creativity can unleash a devastating physical and psychological weapon. The B-21 does not solve every tactical problem, but it counters multiple airpower weaknesses and the investments adversaries have made to defeat the United States.

**Unique Capabilities of the B-21**

The US Air Force will soon possess an unparalleled and novel asset capable of creating effects that manipulate the enemy and shape its reactions before or during pulsed operations. Despite its appearance, the B-21 is not, as some derisively refer to it, a B-2.1. While both platforms are highly survivable in contested environments, the B-21 earns its sixth-generation moniker by representing an evolutionary leap in stealth technology. As Secretary of Defense Lloyd J. Austin III stated, “Fifty years of advances in low-observable technology have gone into this aircraft . . . Even the most sophisticated air-defense systems will struggle to detect a B-21 in the sky.” The CAF must wisely integrate the B-21 into tactical and operational plans to engender the best possible combat outcomes.
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Furthermore, the B-21 is far more flexible, adaptable, and dynamic than the B-2. Organic firing capabilities allow the B-21 to operate, if necessary, without significant preplanning, and switching targets or missions airborne is no more difficult than what the CAF became accustomed to in decades of close air support and dynamic targeting. Therefore, the B-21 can enable the long-range kill chain standoff tactics preferred by the CAF or be an organic firing solution for critical targets in GPS- and space-denied environments.

The B-21’s organic capabilities will not make long-range kill chain tactics obsolete; indeed, the bomber’s sixth-generation characteristics, combined with its unique payload, offer the ultimate defense against adversary defensive efforts to deplete these kill chains. A fully resourced B-21 fleet will be able to operate in areas previously considered A2/AD protected. Stopping the Raider would significantly drain adversary resources and require an incredible degree of focus in the chaos of battle, both factors that enable current and future long-range kill chain efforts.

Even if an adversary did discover a way to counter the platform, the Raider’s most important feature is its modularity. Specifically designed with the space and capability to integrate emerging systems rapidly, the B-21 is not only a response to current adversary decisions but also an inherent counter to future enemy plans. Even among the Joint force, the B-21’s modularity and organic firing capabilities make it the most efficient form of adapting to a war’s unknowns and adjustments while acting as a backstop for long-range kill chain effectiveness.

Additionally, just as the B-21 directly contradicts adversary decisions and capabilities in the electromagnetic spectrum, this sixth-generation jet addresses the CAF’s four major challenges mentioned in the previous section. A B-21’s inherent fuel efficiency and range drastically reduce the fuel bill, enabling a contiguous US strike capability and lowering the dependency on forward bases. The Raider’s nuclear-hardened nature mitigates any loss of GPS because nuclear-hardened jets are inherently resilient against GPS jamming, and its full suite of sensors only strengthens its redundancy. Similarly, due to its dynamic and organic firing capabilities, the B-21 is not dependent on the space layer usually necessary to execute kill chains against fleeting targets.
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Stand-in with the B-21 also addresses the issues of available weapons rails and the rising costs of hypersonics and associated upgrades. The Air Force obtains the best strike efficiencies when prioritizing mass at the lowest possible costs, but depending on fighters—with their limited payloads—carrying standoff weapons results in poor costs per effect. Again, with limited B-2s and aging legacy bomber fleets undergoing difficult upgrades, poor strike efficiencies have been prerequisite costs. Yet the B-21 can start a commitment toward reversing the decades-long trend away from better strike efficiencies.

Unless the combat air forces embrace tactical creativity or at least understand the B-21’s capabilities, however, it will be difficult to inform national leadership how the B-21 could impact the battlefield and adversary decision-making. It is one thing to threaten the full force of US conventional capabilities in a manner the enemy has been preparing for; it is quite another to employ an aircraft capable of operating efficiently at the time and place of its choosing. While hardly a silver bullet, fully realized, the B-21 could unlock Joint capabilities and make more palatable solutions possible in a peer conflict if the CAF can embrace tactical creativity through cultural changes.

Beyond the Debates: Tactical Creativity

The key to translating Secretary Kendall’s operational imperatives to the tactical level—or, at a deeper level, increasing national-leader decision space beyond its current tactical limits against a peer adversary—is finding a way for the combat air forces to move beyond the stealth versus non-stealth, fighter versus bomber, and stand-in versus standoff debates. Cultural adjustments are foundational to such an effort. For decades, the Air Force has integrated with varying degrees of success against varying levels of opponents. Leveraging the unique capabilities that fifth- and sixth-generation aircraft bring, however, will require stand-in bombers and their family of systems to play a dynamic and leading role to which fighter-led combat air forces are unaccustomed.

The current emphasis on standoff tactics undergirding pulsed operations is at least some recognition that the Air Force has moved past the alleged successes of the first Gulf War, in which even sympathetic accounts, such as those written by former President George
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Bush, make it clear that the United States was operating against a vastly inferior opponent. Yet the transition to pulsed operations supporting standoff tactics has not—at least yet—produced a version of the combat air forces radically dissimilar from the forces that swamped Saddam Hussein in different decades. Furthermore, as numerous pundits and leaders have pointed out, twenty years of close air support has not prepared the CAF for a large-scale conflict against a peer adversary.

Embracing the B-21’s full capabilities would not mean rejecting pulsed operations or standoff capabilities. Instead, combat air forces could start to engage the tactical creativity that a persistent stand-in capability permits, whether as an enabler for pulsed operations, a roaming threat that distracts the enemy, or—most tantalizingly—a mission-command platform that dynamically directs pulsed operations against emerging targets. In some respects, the F-35 Lightning II and F-15EX Eagle II communities have already started these conversations by examining how a fourth-generation platform can complement fifth-generation stealth.

This integrated vision might seem an obvious goal, but the idea of dynamic stand-in bombers leading pulsed operations does not exist in current doctrine. This doctrinal proclivity is not inimical. Rather, it is the natural progression of thought given the Air Force’s evolution toward fighters in the 1970s. Today, however, the Air Force faces more existential adversaries. Parochial fights within the service are not unusual, but there is also an ongoing debate over stealth due to the “threat” that stealth platforms present to traditional, nonstealth platforms.

Unfortunately, the combat air forces are starting from a disadvantageous position regarding stealth. The F-117 Nighthawk’s “retirement” in 2008 left the service with a de facto niche capability in the B-2 due to its limited numbers, maintenance complications, and nuclear commitments—that is, tacticians must assume that in any peer-to-peer conflict, the B-2 might not be readily available due to nuclear alerts. As a result, even with the
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introduction of fifth-generation fighters, planners and tacticians do not appreciate the B-2’s penetration capabilities and how many targets the stealth fleet can service.

Ironically, the current B-2 community has enabled tacticians’ misperceptions regarding advanced stealth tactics by embracing an insular culture in line with its highly classified programs. Air Force leadership has wisely adopted a more open stance with the B-21: its initial testing has been in broad daylight, and the B-21’s special access classifications could—in theory—be downgraded, at least in part.\(^\text{52}\) Unlike the B-2, this would allow more tacticians to understand the B-21’s full capabilities and present creative options to operational and strategic leaders.

Yet reducing classifications is no small task. The Air Force has struggled for decades with “keeping a high fence around a small yard” to protect innovation advantages while increasing platform crosstalk.\(^\text{53}\) The service should consider the lessons of the F-117 and General W. L. “Bill” Creech, whose support of the stealth aircraft was contentious. Warfighters initially could not accept that the F-117 could act “as an enabler of the defense-rollback strategy as well as a means to strike deep targets of high value.”\(^\text{54}\)

Above all, the Air Force as a whole must avoid categorical statements such as “stealth is dead” or “stealth is the price of admission.”\(^\text{55}\) The latter statement has been taken out of context: it never meant that nonstealth platforms were unimportant. Additionally, while former Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Paul Selva acknowledged the constant race between stealth and counterstealth, he also couched those comments with the assertion that training—and by extension, packaging and planning—were what allowed stealth to provide an “advantage over your adversary’s detection and targeting systems, not dissimilar to quieting in submarines.”\(^\text{56}\)

While sixth-generation stealth assets can still reach stand-in ranges with reduced risk, they are not white knights single-handedly capable of winning a war. Moreover, the stealth of fifth-generation aircraft will struggle outside of pulsed scenarios if the CAF refuses to embrace an integrated approach. Likewise, sixth-generation stealth is only “dead” if unsupported B-21s are expected to behave as invisible platforms, not platforms utilizing a family of systems and classified capabilities to achieve persistent stand-in ranges.\(^\text{57}\)
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A combat air force culture that embraces an integrated approach should recognize the nuances of stealth, reexamine the roles of traditional bombers versus the B-21, and recapture the ability to balance immediately necessary standoff tactics with an earnest desire for tactical creativity and stand-in capabilities. Part of this cultural change must include the Joint force, namely US Strategic Command, and the recognition that a fully capable B-21 fleet will enable conventional escalation options so influential as to replace tactical nuclear options.

This is not to imply nuclear certification of the platform should be delayed, although if it were to impede conventional capabilities, slightly delaying nuclear capabilities should be acceptable. Rather, agreements should be made now to prevent the type of Strategic Air Command conflicts that bedeviled planners in Vietnam desperate to maximize the B-52’s conventional effects when the bombers were committed foremost to the nuclear Single Integrated Operational Plan.  

Overall, parochial fights are inevitable given restricted resources and Beltway politics, but arguably, the most significant issue facing CAF warfighters is the rifts that have seeped down to the tactical level. These rivalries are not a luxury the service can afford in a large-scale conflict against a determined peer adversary. While the comparison might be hyperbole, on its current path—embracing standoff/fighter-based tactics at the expense of a platform such as the B-21—the CAF could be replicating the disastrous mistakes plaguing past militaries as they chose precious cultural attitudes over necessary evolutions.

Conclusion and Recommendations

If the B-21 program—which is still in early testing—remains on track, the Air Force has a game-changing asset coming sooner rather than later. To that end, there are three general steps leadership might consider to improve its chances in a near-term conflict.

Expedite Production and Prioritize Testing

History proves accelerating a successful program is a matter of motivation, faith, and money. The United States famously produced one B-24 per hour at Willow Run during World War II; less effort is probably necessary to embrace a breakout mindset with the B-21. Leadership can ameliorate developmental testing—a notoriously complicated bureaucratic maneuver in Air Force circles—by prioritizing the B-21 over legacy platforms and the new jet trainer. If testing and funding remain on track, these efforts should yield
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operational B-21s able to employ weapons on practice ranges and potentially be conflict-ready in three to five years, or sooner. In short, the B-21 would be impactful before 2030 and dominant no later than 2035.

**Reduce Cost per Kill**

Critically, the Department of Defense and Congress should continue their laudable acquisition efforts with some relatively inexpensive modifications, but the primary focus must be reducing the target cost per kill. Fully funding next-generation weapons for even a fledgling B-21 force will unlock more strike efficiency than comparable platforms. And part of this equation is the right weapons-to-platform matching. For example, taking full advantage of the B-2 as a stopgap—perhaps by funding GBU-62 integration as soon as possible—would offer planners an area-targeting option and stimulate tactical creativity.\(^{61}\)

The hypersonic attack cruise missile and other specialized efforts can remain a priority, but not at the cost of more affordable capabilities or slowing B-21 investment. Numerous studies have proven that a mostly standoff arsenal is unaffordable, even if the previously mentioned limitations inherent to such a force did not exist.\(^{62}\) Concerns expressed in a RAND Corporation 2011 report that “adversaries may make calculations based on the size of the US missile inventory”—especially given the cost increases associated with building increasingly long-range weapons—must still be taken seriously.\(^{63}\)

**Recalibrate the Combat Air Forces**

If the combat air forces are to embrace the unique capabilities of the B-21 in the future, they must destroy the “stealth is dead” mindset, of which the insular B-2 community is partially responsible. Stealth and stand-in platforms are necessary to unlock strike efficiency and affordable mass, and stealth bombers have capabilities their fighter brethren do not. Often when planners think stealth, they typically conflate the B-2 and B-21 with more widely understood fighter characteristics. The remotely piloted aircraft (RPA) community, largely through the RQ-170, has proven the importance of stand-in stealth, but the fighter community is approximately three times larger than the bomber and RPA communities combined.\(^{64}\) It is only natural that a fighter-led force coerced into standoff preferences might struggle to embrace a new tool such as the B-21.
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The Air Force must work now to enable its smart investments in fifth- and sixth-generation stealth fully. Reducing the special accesses required—or easing the read-in process for most tacticians—for current stealth platforms would be an excellent first step. Additionally, directing exercises that require dynamic area targeting in heavily defended airspace is an efficient way to breed tactical creativity and introduce the true level of mission command envisioned by Air Force leadership.

True strategic processes do not begin until combat starts, and history implies wars will not happen where or how leaders expect. The B-21, thanks to its generational leap in stealth technology and modularity, firmly acknowledges that flexibility and adaptation are key to victory. Unfortunately, the realities of treating China and its A2/AD efforts as the pacing threat have led the combat air forces to minimize operational challenges that will be critical should a war ignite against any capable opponent: gas is limited, basing is assailable, GPS might not be available, and the space layer is vulnerable. The B-21 offers a chance to reconsider the relationships between stand-in and standoff and embrace a movement toward tactical creativity.
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